
          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

 

C1 - PRIX FAMA - 2175m (a1m 1/4) - Class B - Harness - EUR € 52,000  

 
1. LONDON - Unlucky to lose her action on re-entry in a 2650m Bordeaux Class C 3 weeks ago. 
Has shown significant potential and, with application, can assure herself a place on the podium 

2. LOCCA DU BELLAY - Useful filly that finished runner-up to LADY (4) in a 2700m Class C here 
on 19 February. Will have come on for the run and even though shod, still looks a player 

3. LUSH LIFE - Won on debut last October before confirming in a 2150m Enghien Class C 4 
weeks later. Unseen since but has hind pads fitted for re-entry and is not to be underestimated. 
Claim 

4. LADY - Won 3 of 4 starts to date, most recently with ease in a 2700m Class C here on 19 
February. Just hinds pads fitted this time and once again looks the horse to beat 

5. LIBERTINE DJOB - Moves back to the harness discipline after coming a good 2nd in a 2200m 
Vincennes monté Class B on 1 March. Here for reasons of conditioning and has nothing to offer 

6. LIBEREE DELIVREE - Improved considerably when 4th in a 2700m Vincennes Class A on 25 
February. Not the most dependable of horses but, with form maintained, can again break into the 
first 5 

7. LIPANGA DE GUEZ - Opened her account in a 2100m claimer here on 23 February. Steps 
back up in category but can still hold her own 

8. LIZA NORMANDE - Could have picked up a 5th-place cheque in a 2700m monté Gr.2 here 
last week had she not faulted. Has other priorities however and can be passed over 

9. LOVELY KOOL - 6th of 8 in a 2700m monté Gr.2 here a week ago. Won over course and 
distance mid-January but is really only racing under harness for a change of scenery 

10. LALYLY BEY - Switches back to the harness code after finishing 3rd in a 2200m monté Gr.3 
mid-February. Has references in the discipline but still not an obvious choice 

11. LA STAR ROC - 7th of 9 in a 2700m Class A here on 25 January. Has been biting off more 
than she can chew but benefits from a good entry, receives a Benjamin Rochard drive for the 
occasion, and will justifiably generate interest 

Summary: Highly-impressive to date, LADY (4) opened her Vincennes account superbly last 
month and, just hind pads fitted for this shorter trip, can confirm. That being said, LUSH LIFE (3) 
is unbeaten in 2 and even though unraced since October, she sports hind pads and looks the 
main threat. Solid here over the winter, LONDON (1) was not the most fortunate on her return to 
competition but with her trainer reining this time, will be expected to set the record straight. 
LOCCA DU BELLAY (2) made a very good comeback behind the favourite last month and, pads 
fitted or not, she is still competitive for a place in the frame. 

SELECTIONS 

LADY (4) - LUSH LIFE (3) - LONDON (1) - LOCCA DU BELLAY (2) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C2 - PRIX AEMILIA - 2700m (a1m 1/2) - Class D - Harness - EUR € 46,000  

 

1. JAPPELOUP TURGOT - Last of 14, on return to competition last month, in a Class D over track and trip. 
Stays shod and will not be given a hard race 

2. JACK DES ASS - Fine trotter with an excellent strike-rate. 6th of 16, on re-entry, in a 2450m Caen Class 

D 8 days ago and, shoes off this time, has every chance of opening his 2024 account 

3. JASMINE D'OUILLY - Unraced since being sanctioned in a Class C over course and distance on New 

Year’s Day. Fully shod for comeback and best to wait 

4. JINGLE LOVER - Returns to racing left-handed after being sanctioned early in a 2450m Caen Class D 
last week. Has decent Vincennes credentials but appears to be facing a stiff test this time 

5. JOJO LAPIN - Won 2 in a row before finishing a superb 2nd in a 2925m Cagnes Class D a month ago. 
Takes on better this time but won his only start at the venue and will have his supporters 

6. JAZZ D'OURVILLE - Blows hot and cold but pleasant 4th in the 22 February race of reference. Goes well 
when barefoot and is not going to be far off the mark 

7. JOUR DE GLOIRE - Makes first appearance for 2 months since coming 9th behind JEWEL HEMSSON 
(13) in a Class D over course and distance. Shoes on and no threat 

8. JACKSON BOY - Never at his ease when sanctioned in a 2850m Vincennes Class C on 22 February. 

Has nothing to prove under these conditions and will be expected to make up for recent sanction 

9. JESTA BUISSONAY - Got back in the game when 2nd of 16 in a 2875m Enghien Class D 10 days ago. 
Has struggled in last 5 starts here however and others easier to back 

10. JUST D'HERIPRE - Oddly out of sorts when last of 11 in the Enghien race of reference. Is proven over 
track and trip and, entrusted to Yoann Lebourgeois for the first time, is not to be ignored 

11. JOVIAL HAUFOR - Reassuring 3rd, by little, in a 2850m Vincennes Class C on 22 February and in 
similar form will be competitive for a spot on the podium 

12. JUST D'ERONVILLE - 5th of 13 in a 2650m Saint-Galmier Class D on 19 February. Seen more often 
than not racing clockwise but has merit and should not be entirely written off 

13. JEWEL HEMSSON - 9th of 11 finishers in the Enghien race of reference, but raced better than the result 

would suggest. Has references under these conditions and, in this company, can redeem himself 

14. JUSTICIA GLAM - Won over 2100m here last month before trotting 6th in a 2150m Enghien Class C 2 
weeks ago. First time barefoot, with Eric Raffin back at the helm, and is in with a realistic chance of 
complementing last month's victory 

15. JOIE TOTALE - Going well when sanctioned in a 2150m Enghien Class C a fortnight ago. Dubois could 

not have asked for a better entry and will endeavour to do it justice. First-5 chance 

Summary: Winner of 5 on the trot last season, JACK DES ASS (2) has a race under his belt, is barefoot for 
his first objective of the season, and will take all the beating. He will nevertheless feel the heat from a 
barefoot JUSTICIA GLAM (14) who is reunited with Eric Raffin who won with her here late last month, and 
the tough JOVIAL HAUFOR (11) who reassured with a fine 2850m performance here a day earlier. 
JACKSON BOY (8) would have the measure of most here on a good day and will be no pushover if Yves 
Dreux can keep him trotting. 

SELECTIONS 

JACK DES ASS (2) - JUSTICIA GLAM (14) - JOVIAL HAUFOR (11) - JACKSON BOY (8) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C3 - PRIX ADRASTEA - 2700m (a1m 1/2) - Class D - Harness - EUR € 

40,000  

 
1. KEN FERFAY - Capable sort that trotted 4th, a place behind KEOPS DU BUHOT (8), in a 2875m 

Enghien Class D 3 weeks ago. In superior company on this occasion and chances limited 

2. KITTS ET NEVIS - Left a fine impression on comeback when 3rd, a place behind KAVANI (7), in a Class 
D over track and trip on 20 February. Is sure to have progressed and can exact revenge on KAVANI (7) 

3. KEPI DES MONTS - Unremarkable colt that has never delivered on the main track and latest 9th of 10 in 
a 2100m Class D here does nothing to inspire confidence 

4. KER DE TOUES - Modest sort that could manage no closer than 8th of 10 in a 2600m Saint-Galmier 
Class B on 6 march and looks to be out of his league 

5. KING MOKO - Disqualified from 5th at Cagnes before finishing a place behind KUSAERI (9) in 20 March 
race of reference. Faces a much stiffer test on this occasion and will have few takers 

6. KANKAN - Sanctioned when prepping for this in a 2725m Lisieux Class D on 20 March. Sports a new 

configuration but still no more than a minor place prospect 

7. KAVANI - Quality horse that won over 2100m here before coming 2nd in a Class D over course and 

distance on 20 February. Comes here fresh and is not incapable of trotting off with the silverware 

8. KEOPS DU BUHOT - 3rd of 11 in a 2875m Enghien Class D 3 weeks ago. Has been knocking at the door 
since returning to competition but in this company is unlikely to spring a surprise 

9. KUSAERI - Was not disgraced when 6th of 9 finishers on comeback in a 2725m Lisieux Class D 9 days 
ago. Shoes off this time and will be expected to finish close 

10. KAMIKAZE DU CAMPUS - Last of 9, on return from a spell, in a 2725m Lisieux Class D 9 days ago. 
Has form in this category though and will not be far from the action if Eric Raffin keeps him trotting 

11. KAZY MERITE - Good sort that was sent for a break after coming 9th of 10 in a Class D over course 
and distance mid-November. Shod for comeback and no danger 

12. KISS ME - Unthreatening 6th of 10 on re-entry in a 2700m Lyon-La Soie Class C on 11 March. Hind 

shoes off for the first time and, entrusted to Mathieu Mottier, will be afforded every chance 

13. KEITHOS DU RHIN - Endured a bad trip when last of 12 in a similar event on 18 February. Has a good 
entry here and is thoroughly capable of putting things right 

Summary: New arrival in the Marius Coignard yard, KITTS ET NEVIS (2) gave a fine account of himself on 
re-entry last month; he will have come on for the run and has every chance of turning the tables on the 
progressive KAVANI (7) who had his measure that day. KUSAERI (9) showed decent aptitude at this level 
last season and racing first time barefoot looks dangerous. KEITHOS DU RHIN (13) was unlucky last time 
out but is plainly in excellent shape and can make amends if Anthony Barrier keeps him out of trouble. 

SELECTIONS 

KITTS ET NEVIS (2) - KAVANI (7) - KUSAERI (9) - KEITHOS DU RHIN (13) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C4 - PRIX PENTHESILEA - 2700m (a1m 1/2) - Gr3 - Harness - EUR € 70,000  

 
1. FUNKY ROC - Interesting Italian raider making his first French start after winning 2 straight, 
over 1650m, at home in Milan, most recently 3 weeks ago. Is unlikely to shake things up but is 
worth monitoring for the future 

2. FRANK GIO - Unraced since finishing last of 7, behind LEARN TO FLY (11), in Gr.2 Prix Paul 
Viel over track and trip late-January. Has had time to freshen up and, with application, can put 
things right 

3. LINDSTEDT - Showed considerable improvement when 2nd of 9 in a 2150m Enghien Class D 
3 weeks ago, but in this class will have his work cut out 

4. LOVELY TRIP - Takes a step up in category on his first start since coming 2nd in a 2100m 
Class C here on 19 December. May be race-rusty but has sufficient class to get in on the action 
on first start back 

5. LANNISTER D'AVRIL - Put away after trotting last of 6, behind LARGO DE CASTELLE (8), in 
Gr.3 Prix Timoko over 2200m here late-November and will need the outing 

6. LUTTEUR DES GLENAN - Makes his first appearance since coming 4th of 6 finishers in Gr.3 
Prix Timoko over 2200m here late-November. Shoes on and will not have any influence on the 
outcome 

7. LUCIFERMORNINGSTAR - Surprisingly beaten into 2nd by LEONARDO ROC (10) in a Class 
A over course and distance on 11 February. Is clearly in with a shout but David Thomain must 
first keep his colt trotting 

8. LARGO DE CASTELLE - Lost his action in a 2100m Gr.3 here early last month. Ability is not 
in doubt though and with Benjamin Rochard reining, is unlikely to be far from the action 

9. LUCKY JACKSON - 7th, a place ahead of LEARN TO FLY (11), in Gr.1 Prix Comte Pierre de 
Montesson last month, after enduring a tough trip. Just hind pads fitted this time and, with no 
trouble in running, can make this his own 

10. LEONARDO ROC - Progressive colt that won a Class A over track and trip, in fine fashion, on 
11 February. Has earned the right to compete at this level and looks a serious first-3 prospect 

11. LEARN TO FLY - 8th of 10 in Gr.1 Prix Comte Pierre de Montesson over course and distance 
on 18 February, having faulted at the start. Seldom gets his nose in front but is an honest colt that 
should not be overlooked 

Summary: A number of promising 3 year-old's here with a small preference going to LUCKY 
JACKSON (9) who was particularly unlucky in the Gr.1 Prix Comte Pierre de Montesson last 
month. He switches to racing with just hind pads fitted and may well have the edge over FRANK 
GIO (2) who is out to make up for his uneasy run in the Gr.2 Prix Paul Viel. Winner under similar 
conditions last time out, LEONARDO ROC (10) must receive due respect, as should 
LUCIFERMORNINGSTAR (7) who was by no means humbled by him when they crossed swords 
in early-February. 

SELECTIONS 

LUCKY JACKSON (9) - FRANK GIO (2) - LEONARDO ROC (10) - LUCIFERMORNINGSTAR 

(7) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C5 - PRIX EOS - 2850m (a2m) - Class C - Harness - EUR € 53,000  

 
1. CHARLES OP - Impressive winner of a 2875m Enghien monté Class F on 12 March. Stays shod though and will have 
other priorities 

2. GIANT DESIGN - Makes first appearance since coming 10th of 11 in a Class C under these conditions on 1 February. 
Is not without ability but still not a priority 

3. CELESTE BREED - 9th of 13 in a 2700m Vincennes Class C last weekend. Shoes off this time around but still not an 
obvious choice 

4. LUCKY GUY BOKO - Versatile nordic import that came 2nd of 16 in a 2700m Class D on Vincennes debut on 25 
February. Goes barefoot again and it will not be long before he scores on foreign soil for the first time. Claim 

5. INDIO - 3rd of 9 over 1650m at home in Son Pardo early last month. Races barefoot for his foreign debut but can still 
expect to have a mountain to climb 

6. IDEAL SAN LEANDRO - Showed improvement when 3rd, at 25/1, in a 2925m Cagnes Class F 3 weeks ago. In hardier 
company this time though and is not about to confirm 

7. IMAGE D'ATALANTE - Lacklustre 6th of 13 in a 2850m Laval Class D 3 weeks ago. Has decent Vincennes credentials 
but in current shape it is hard to make a case 

8. INDOCILE - Gave an encouraging account when 5th of 13 in a Mauquenchy Class D over 2850m 11 days ago. 
Barefoot this time and, although not a leading contender, is still worth monitoring 

9. ISILDUR PAULOIS - Modest 5th of 6 finishers in a 2950m Toulouse Class F on 21 February and can be disregarded 

10. INVICTUS MADRIK - Goes barefoot this time after a sanctioned re-entry in a 2875m Enghien Class F mid-month. Will 
have come on for the run but others still preferred 

11. IDEE NOIRE - Tricky mare that comfortably won a 2150m Enghien Class D on 12 February. Is in the form of her life 
and a 2nd straight success is not out of the question 

12. IF YOU CAN - In the frame in 3 of 4 this year, most recently 2nd of 15 in a 2700m Class E at Le Croisé-Laroche on 4 
March. Takes on better this time, sports just front pads for the occasion, but is still capable of picking up some prizemoney 

13. IN LOVE MESLOIS - Flattering 6th of 9 finishers in a Class C over course and distance 4 weeks ago. Reverts to 
racing with front pads and should be good enough to make the first 5 

14. IACYNTHE DIDJEAP - Sanctioned early in a 2700m Class C here last week. Is clearly in form though and will have 
his chances if he gets off on the right foot 

15. IVANJICA DE LOU - Found herself overwhelmed when last of 14 in a Class D over course and distance on 18 
February. Placed twice at this level over the winter however and must be worth retaining 

16. I LOVE JOSSELYN - Lost his action in a 2850m Vincennes Class C on 1 March. Has won 3 times at the venue 
though, is confirmed at this level, and can impose 

Summary: JACKSON BOY (8) may not be the most dependable horse in the field but he has raced better of late than his 
results would imply and, with application, should just have the measure of the ultra-consistent Swedish gelding LUCKY 
GUY BOKO (4) who impressed on his first Vincennes start, and IDEE NOIRE (11) who has been excelling this term. 
IACYNTHE DIDJEAP (14) should not be too hastily judged for his recent mishaps and will have a part to play if Benjamin 
Rochard assures his initial strides. 

SELECTIONS 

I LOVE JOSSELYN (16) - LUCKY GUY BOKO (4) - IDEE NOIRE (11) - IACYNTHE DIDJEAP (14) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C6 - PRIX LUCIA - 2100m (a1m 1/4) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 52,000  

 
1. HONEY KING - 13th of 15 in the 13 March race of reference. Goes barefoot this time, Abrivard switches 
drives with Lagadeuc, and if focused can challenge for the win 

2. FEELING PACO - Beaten only by the smallest of margins in a 2700m Class E here a month ago. Is 
barefoot with a good spot behind the car and should not be overlooked 

3. FAON DU VIVIER - Has not been seen in public since coming 3rd in a 3450m Agon-Coutainville Class E 
in August 2022. Stays shod and will need the run 

4. HAKIM GRIFF - Unraced for 2 months since winning a claimer over course and distance. Is pitted against 
a superior bunch this time and chances slim 

5. GRANIT DU FRESNE - Bounced back from his Vincennes clinker with 3rd in a 2650m Bordeaux Class C 

3 weeks ago. Well-placed in front, is confirmed over track and trip, and can get a look-in 

6. HYPER FAST - No slouch on a good day but could manage no better than 7th to the favourite last time 
out and will need to show more 

7. FLOCON DIGEO - Surprising 5th of 15, at 147/1, in a 2725m Lisieux Class D on 20 March. Breaks in 
front here but a repeat seems improbable 

8. FOUDRE DE BENGALE - 2nd of 15 in a 2700m Cagnes claimer on 20 February. Has no place in this 
category at present and even with Gabriele Gelormini reining, will struggle to make her mark 

9. HIPPOCRATE DU TRIO - 9th in the race of reference on just 2nd start back but still looks to have too 
much to do 

10. HORS BORD - Beat a number of these when 4th to HORTINO (14) in the race of reference. Form is not 
in doubt and debuts at Vincennes with front shoes off and legitimate ambition 

11. HARIA DU BELLAY - Prepped shod for this, finishing 14th of 15 behind HORTINO (14) mid-month. Is 

barefoot this time, with Yoann Lebourgeois reining, and can put things right 

12. HAIDA DU BELLAY - Found wanting when 9th of 16 in a 2875m Enghien Class E 3 weeks ago. Is 
better at a marginally lower level and others easier to back 

13. FLAMBEUR DU DIGEON - Missed out by little to HORTINO (14) in a Class E over course and distance 
on 23 February. Not well-drawn either but can still make his presence felt 

14. HORTINO - Won a 2nd straight, most recently a 2850m Laval Class E in good order. Not ideally-drawn 
but is reunited with François Lagadeuc, and has the class to secure the 3-timer 

15. HOLD UP RANAIS - Eye-catching 5th to HORTINO (14) in a 2850m Laval Class E on 13 March. 
Consistently gives his best and, despite the tough draw, still looks a player 

Summary: On a wonderful run of form over past weeks, HORTINO (14) returns to Vincennes on a hat-trick 
and given the way he won here last month, can defy the draw and pull it off.  François Lagadeuc would still 
be wise to be wary of the better-positioned HONEY KING (1) who is barefoot for the occasion, and HARIA 
DU BELLAY (11) who is barefoot following her Laval freshener. HOLD UP RANAIS (15) has been handed 
an unenviable draw but he caught the eye behind the favourite at Laval and should not be far off from 

finishing in the frame. 

SELECTIONS 

HORTINO (14) - HONEY KING (1) - HARIA DU BELLAY (11) - HOLD UP RANAIS (15) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C7 - PRIX AMALTHEA - 2700m (a1m 1/2) - Class C - Harness - EUR € 68,000  

 

1. GLADYS DU CEDRE - 12th of 16 in a 2450m Caen Class D on comeback earlier in the month. Here for 
reasons of conditioning and can be ruled out 

2. HOLD UP DU DIGEON - 2nd of 18 in a 2450m Caen Class D 3 weeks ago. Steps back up in category but 

goes barefoot this time and will have his chances of making the first 5 

3. DOMINO D'AUVRECY - Capable veteran but only 8th to GINKGO THELOIS (16) in a 2100m Class C 

here on 25 February and will need to find more 

4. GOLIATH DU CAUX - 14th of 15 to GARDNER SHAW (6) here 2 weeks ago. Just front shoes off this 
time and others preferred 

5. GREAT OF MADRIK - Sanctioned in the Enghien race of reference on just 2nd start since the break. 
Races barefoot this time but appears to be aiming too high 

6. GARDNER SHAW - Has progressed nicely since returning to competition, latterly coming 3rd in a 2150m 
Enghien Class C a fortnight ago. Is better on a more even surface though and others easier to back this time 

7. FONZY D'HERIPRE - Has not been seen out since finishing 8th of 16 in a 2100m Vincennes Class B mid-
January. Goes barefoot nevertheless and will generate some interest 

8. BELZEBU'JET - 12th of 16, when well-supported, in a 2150m Enghien Class C a fortnight ago. Is 

significantly better than that though and returns to Vincennes with legitimate ambition 

9. HYMNE DU GERS - Classy trotter that came 3rd to FLEURON D'ACADIE (14) under similar conditions 
earlier this month but shoes on this time around and best to hold off 

10. FANFARONNEUR - Unseen since being sanctioned in a 2850m Vincennes Class A late-December. 
Shoes on for comeback and poses no danger 

11. HERE WE GO - Bit off more than he could chew mid-February before coming 3rd of 14 in a 2100m 
Vincennes Class C 9 days later. Is as tough as they get and has a realistic chance of winning this 

12. GUINESS D'HERFRAIE - Returns to the harness code after being sanctioned in a 3000m Vincennes 
monté Gr.1 3 weeks ago. Has nothing to prove at this level, reverts to a proven configuration, and can get a 
look-in 

13. SAHARA JAEBURN - Beaten only by a very good horse in a 2825m Class D at  Le Croisé-Laroche 3 
weeks ago and with Yoann Lebourgeois reining this time can impose 

14. FLEURON D'ACADIE - Acquitted himself well to win a Class C over track and trip on 2 March. 
Unbeaten with Eric Raffin and the pair could well continue their successful run 

15. GEF DE PLAY - Unraced since being sanctioned in a 2875m Enghien monté Gr.3 last July. Disregard 

16. GINKGO THELOIS - 2nd of 14 in a 2050m Lyon-La Soie Class C on 11 March. Erratic but has 
respectable Vincennes credentials, benefits from an excellent entry, and must be respected 

Summary: Getting better with each race this year in spite of considerable misfortune, SAHARA JAEBURN 
(13) produced a fine effort at Le Croisé-Laroche earlier this month and in similar form can bring home the 
bacon. Yoann Lebourgeois will still be keeping a keen eye on FLEURON D'ACADIE (14) who has won twice 
over course and distance this year, and the consistent HERE WE GO (11) who gave a fine account over 
shorter here last time out. BELZEBU'JET (8) has shown potential at a superior level and should find himself 
more at home in this company. 

SELECTIONS 

SAHARA JAEBURN (13) - FLEURON D'ACADIE (14) - HERE WE GO (11) - BELZEBU'JET (8) 



          FRIDAY, 29/03/24 

C8 - PRIX DE SALAGNAC - 2850m (a2m) - Class D - Mounted - EUR € 46,000  

 

1. DENIA - Serious transalpine mare that opened her monté account at first time of asking, before faulting in 
a Class E over course and distance on 1 March. Has a lot of untapped potential and, with application, could 
pleasantly surprise 

2. DAMISELA - Italian mare that has taken well to her new vocation, latterly 2nd in a trouble-filled Class E 
over course and distance on 1 March. Unlikely to repeat but is still in with a reasonable chance of picking up 
a first-5 cheque 

3. J'ADORE D'EURVAD - Trounced 6th of 7 behind JUSTICE D'EOLE (7) in a 2875m Enghien Class D a 
fortnight ago and will have nothing to offer 

4. JAVA DE CORDAY - Excellent in last 2 under the saddle, latterly 2nd in a 2650m Saint-Galmier Class F 
on 11 February. Steps up in category but should still be able to hold her own 

5. JASMINE DE FORGAN - 5th in a 2700m Graignes Class F on second start back 12 days ago. Will be 

close to full fitness by now and going first time barefoot will do nothing but enhance her prospects 

6. JUBLA VIKING - Tricky but has merit. Would have won a 2850m Class C over 2850m on the main track 
last month had he not faulted at the wire and, if focused, can set the record straight 

7. JUSTICE D'EOLE - Has turned a corner since returning from a spell, most recently trotting 3rd in a 
2875m Enghien Class D a fortnight back. Will appreciate the flatter inner course but still faces a tough test 

8. JADE DE CASTELLE - Sanctioned when prepping for this in a 2875m Enghien harness Class D 10 days 
ago. Is barefoot this time, with Raffin in the irons, and should have a very good hand to play 

9. ISBA DU VIVIER - Returned to winning ways 11 days ago when clinching a 2850m Mauquenchy Class F. 
Shod differently this time but still a serious proposition 

10. DAYTONA DI CECCO - Drops back in category and debuts under the saddle after an unlucky 9th of 12 

in a 2100m Vincennes harness Class B on 20 February, but still looks a rank outsider 

11. JIKITA MELRIC - Makes first appearance over the inner track after faulting in a 2450m Caen Class D on 

4 March. Seldom disappoints when applied though and looks an interesting outside chance 

12. JISMIE GRIFF - 5th of 11 finishers in a 2875m Enghien harness Class D 9 days ago. Makes first start in 
the monté code with rather limited ambition however 

Summary: A handful she may be but JUBLA VIKING (6) has been showing her form since the turn of the 
year and debuts on the inner track with every chance of making it a winning one. JADE DE CASTELLE (8) is 
reunited with Eric Raffin after her harness freshener and, shoes off this time, will be no pushover. The tricky 
but talented ISBA DU VIVIER (9), who sports front pads this time, made her way into the winners' circle 
recently and can pick up another cheque if she sees fit to stay in stride. JASMINE DE FORGAN (5) has 
nothing to prove under these conditions and, if fully-fit, can figure prominently. 

SELECTIONS 

JUBLA VIKING (6) - JADE DE CASTELLE (8) - ISBA DU VIVIER (9) - JASMINE DE FORGAN (5) 

 


